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Non-volatile memory (NV-RAM), i.e., memory that
retains stored information without external source of
power, entered a new stage of development in recent
years. New memory technologies, such phase-change
random-access memory [6] or spin-transfer torque
random-access memory [7], provide comparable per-
formance to commodity volatile main memory and at
the same time offer higher capacity. Thus, NV-RAM
could replace DRAM in the not too far future and
pave the way for persistent systems.

The conception of persistent systems, e.g., systems
where an object can outlive the process that created
it [4], is not new, and persistent systems were actively
developed [5, 11, 10] in 90th and early of 00th. Techni-
cally, most of these systems were based on the idea of
checkpointing — a mechanism for saving the memory
image of a program (or part of the program) and all
its execution state to persistent storage, offering the
option for resorting the snapshot at a later time. Now,
by using NV-RAM, the main memory is persistent,
and programs are persistent per se. That leads to
the question: if systems should adapt to this new
situation? – and is likely the stating point of new
solutions, services and use cases.

Persistence of data and programs stored in memory
affect the architecture of systems significantly. For
example, removing classical storage from the system
architecture changes life cycle of programs. Now,
programs are presented in memory all time, there are
no process of loading, while loader extracts data and
code segments from executable file on storage and
places them in memory. Then, conception of files,
programs and others will need to be revised.

Meanwhile, use of persistent memory as main mem-
ory leads to several technical issues. Persistent mem-
ory could retain stored information, but most of ac-
tive used data is stored in volatile CPU and lost in
time of power outage. Moreover, persistent software
like drivers interact with devices and they have linked
states: at start driver configures devices and after that
starts interaction. If the system has power outage
after configuration of devices, and after that recovery,
then recovered driver and restarted device will have
state mismatching.

Scientific community responded on information
about developments of persistent memory technologies
by various research papers about future architectures
of persistent systems. Some of them are devoted
developments of file systems for byte-addressable stor-
ages [3]. Researchers motivated this work by an idea,
that current file-systems were developed for block-
addressable storages, and since future storages is
based on byte-addressable persistent memory, they
will need special file system. In other words, this
way of research describes persistent memory as stor-
age. Another approach interpret persistent memory
as a memory for executing persistent objects. Various
research projects are devoted do discussion of what
the level of abstraction should provide persistence
of objects. In different research projects, persistent
objects could be processes [12], variables and data
structures [2], whole operating system [8]. In our
project — Temporality — we offer persistence at the
level of virtual machines provided by NV-RAM aware
hypervisor. Thus, we do not interpret persistence
memory only as storage for data or as storage for
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programs but target a holistic approach.
The Temporality is devoted to the development of

an architecture for future cloud systems offering a
NV-RAM provided paradigm of persistence. "Persis-
tence", for us, it is not just an idea, that the memory
should retain stored data in time of power outage (but
we see power outage is typical use-case for persistent
systems). Persistence could decrease complexity of a
future systems, make it more compact and more effi-
cient. But before that, there are several architectural
issues should be resolved.
The project Temporality is based on an idea of

persistent hypervisor. In previous work [9], we pro-
posed conceptions of NV-Hypervisor which provides
persistence of virtual machines by using non-volatile
memory. Hypervisor, as lowest layer of software stack,
hides hardware features of platform and provides
transparent persistence for proprietary and legacy
software.

NV-Hypervisor provides ability to save the context
of virtual machines in case of a power outage. By
integrating the awareness for NV-RAM at the level of
system virtualization, NV-Hypervisor resolves issues
due to state mismatches of hardware and persistent
software. Moreover, we recently extended our original
architecture of the NV-Hypervisor by mechanisms of
virtualization of persistent memory, and now support
multiple persistent VMs that can even be swapped
out to secondary storage.

The current prototype of NV-Hypervisor is based on
QEMU virtualization platform and NV-DIMMs [1] as
persistent memory. We evaluated recovery ability of
virtual machines by using memory-heavy service. NV-
Hypervisor survived virtual machine with Database
from power outage. Moreover, NV-Hypervisor re-
quired in factor three less time to recovery perfor-
mance compare to commodity system.
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